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Comment
Recently the Grenfell Tower disaster has been back in the news. I have two
questions – why is there even a debate about fire safety and why is no one
in prison?

On the first point it seems insane that products that are not totally fire
proof can even be considered suitable as building materials. Especially in
multi-occupancy buildings regardless of their height.

The answer, which raises the second point, is that manufacturers are
prepared to cheat to obtain safety certificates. At the enquiry there has been
ample evidence of incompetence from the top down. The UK's testing
regimes, once again, have been shown to be totally inadequate and based
more on 'what can we achieve?' or worse 'what do we want to achieve?' than
'this is the standard you must achieve.'

The whole thing was such a total mess it is hard to know where to begin:

From a manufacturer's perspective it is a drive to get product to market,
for builders, and indeed their clients, it is a case of keeping costs down.Years
of cut-backs and privatisation have rendered the buildings approval regime
almost worthless.

And then there is the political attitude. Grenfell Tower is situated in a
'posh' part of London but was home to many disadvantaged families. I
hesitate to use the word 'dumped' but the initial reaction of the local council
did feel a bit disinterested in the devastation caused to so many people. Nor
was the government rushing forward to show sympathy.

The cladding that was used and was responsible for the rapid spread of the
fire was demonstrably un-fit for purpose. One of the types, set up for a fire
test at the BRE, almost burned down the BRE laboratory. Not something that
was ever made public. And materials tested in particular combinations that
passed fire tests were used in situations that had not been tested.

And for everyone concerned, both companies and individuals, it seems to
have been a case of: 'get the product certified as safe and never mind if it is
all a bit spurious.And if anyone objects get the lawyers to shut them up'.

It was also the case that some of the cladding used had been involved in
fires previously. Nothing as disastrous as Grenfell and, apparently, no one
thought it mattered or, possibly, meant that the product was unsafe and
shouldn't be specified for high rise buildings.

It turns out that the man from the ministry – who wrote the rules on fire
safety – had no formal fire safety or engineering qualifications. Moreover he
seems to have allowed the industry to introduce 'desktop studies' which
means that it was allowed to run data from previous studies through a
computer to 'approve' the efficacy of claddings.

So where does this leave us? There is now a limit on the type of cladding
that can be used on buildings above 11 meters. The reason here is
interesting: apparently fire fighting technology can handle a fire in an 11
meter building. So no worries there then, except perhaps the idea that
building regulations are influenced by the ability of the fire service.

Of course we do not suffer corruption in this country. But 72 people die
in a preventable fire. Companies, their managers, civil servants, test
authorities; they all demonstrably fail at best or cheat at worst.And there is
no culpability, everyone seems to continue to be promoted along their career
path. Nobody is prosecuted. Nobody goes to gaol. Instead enquiries are
launched.They take years,maybe they are designed to, so memories fade, people
move on and with luck, everyone forgets what it was about in the first place.

The good old establishment is protected and there is no corruption.
John Roper
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The Bank of
England’s plans to

scrap mortgage
affordability rules have
been branded as
“utter madness” by
the CEO of one of the
world’s largest
financial advisory
organisations. He says
the move
underscores how the
central bank is “failing
Britain.”

The damning
analysis from deVere
Group’s Nigel Green
comes as the BoE
announced lenders
will no longer have to
verify whether
homeowners could
afford mortgage
payments at higher
interest rates.

He says:“This move
by the Bank of
England is bizarre, to
say the least.

“The current
affordability checks
include a stress test to
cover rising interest rates. This is
intended to avoid another 2007-style
credit crunch.

“To scrap this important check to try
and ensure borrowers don’t take on
more debt than they could afford, at a
time when rates are rising and the UK is
facing a significant economic downturn,
is utter madness.

“Some might argue that the risks are
pretty low, given the loan-to-income
rules would remain intact, but they are
risks nonetheless that borrowers and
the UK economy can do without.”

The central bank’s Financial Policy
Committee said it would withdraw the
affordability test from 1st August,
according to a recent statement.

The rule, introduced in 2014, requires
lenders to test prospective borrowers’
ability to repay their mortgages in the
event that rates rise to a specified stress
level.

The deVere CEO goes on to add: “To
many, this move will underscore how the

Bank of England is floundering in its duty
of care and therefore failing Britain in
these uncertain times.

“Its response to fighting red-hot
inflation, which is at its fastest rate in
four decades, has been slow off the
mark, hitting households and businesses
hard.

“It has failed to mention how Brexit is
a negative drag on the supply side.

“And global investors are now being
warned to hedge against an ‘existential’
crisis with the pound by Wall Street
analysts as the British currency faces
issues usually only seen in emerging
markets.”

Whilst sterling strengthened 0.2% in
May, it remains the third-worst
performing major currency this year. It
has weakened 8% to $1.2468 in 2022.

Nigel Green says: “The Bank of
England appears to be becoming
increasingly politicised.

“For me, and many others, this is
raising red flags.” ❐

The red, the black
and blue all over
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Incoming changes to Part L of the
Building Regulations are likely to

intensify testing demand in the run up to
the December 31st deadline for UKCA
certification.

The warning, from testing and
certification service providers to the
construction industry, Element Materials
Technology, comes in advance of
scheduled changes to part L, which
tookeffect from 15th June.

As part of a shift towards lowering
domestic CO2 production through the
future building standard, all new doors
and windows entering the market from
that date must meet new mandated U-
values. However, any existing products
currently on the market which meet the
new mandated U-values must still
achieve UKCA marking in order to be
sold in the UK from 1st January 2023.

The requirement is likely to affect
hundreds of products manufactured
outside of the UK, even if they have

Warnings
of testing

Nigel Green

achieved CE marking in the country of
manufacture.

Chris Bryan, senior test engineer at
Element Materials Technology –
Wednesbury, says: “On the surface, the
changes to minimum U-values set out in
the updates to part L are
straightforward. Indeed, a sizeable
majority of products currently in
circulation are already compliant.

“The real issue is that any product that
has been CE-marked in another country
– even if it meets the U-value
requirements set out in the changes to
part L – will need to be re-tested in the
UK to achieve UKCA marking to
continue being sold here from the start
of next year.” ❐
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Birmingham based window and door
manufacturer Shelforce is creating

ten full-time jobs at its factory in
Erdington.

The recruitment drive is in response
to the demand for the company’s fully
compliant Fireshel 30-minute fire, smoke
and security resistant door.

Since launching the Fireshel in 2020,
Shelforce has had to increase its
manufacturing capacity from a standing
start of 70 fire doors a week.

Equans has placed an order for 4,300
Fireshel fire doors from now until the
end of the year, while Fortem has
ordered 2,000 – both for projects in
Birmingham.

Shelforce’s business manager Howard
Trotter says: “Demand for the Fireshel
keeps increasing and we’re delighted to
be able to help Equans and Fortem this
year.

“To meet their needs, we are going to
have to produce 130 fire doors a week.
While we have the capacity, we need to
strengthen our team to do that which is
why we are creating ten new full-time
jobs.”

Shelforce, which leads the way in

inclusivity when it comes to training and
employment opportunities in the glazing
industry, with 75% of its workforce
disabled, has worked closely with both
Equans and Fortem over the years to
help deliver several important
refurbishment projects within
Birmingham.

Trotter says: “Our commitment to
supplying the highest quality products on
time and to budget is the reason we have
been able to form such long-lasting
relationships with the likes of Equans
and Fortem.

“We want to continue delivering that
service and, while ten is a sizeable
number of new positions to fill, it is a
move we need to make; we need to
strengthen our team.”

The Fireshel is the perfect solution for
local authorities who need fully EN
tested 3rd party accredited, replacement
fire door sets that are compliant with
the latest 2020 MHCLG Annex A
recommendations.All Fireshel fire doors
have been fire and smoke tested from
both the inside and outside and PAS 024
Security tested. ❐

It’s like the A-Team,
but bigger
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This July 40 years since Peter Kinze,of
VBH group company Heinz Wagner

persuaded the board that supplying
British fabricators direct from Germany,
was not efficient. A local company was
needed to capitalise fully on the riches
that the fledgling UK replacement
window market could bring.

Kinze recruited two experienced
industry professionals, Graham Organ
and BarryAmey, and HeinzWagner (GB)
opened in Rochester on 7th July 1982.

The first product lines were mainly
European. Many have disappeared from
the range but some, such as Roto and
Deventer, are still part of VBH’s product
portfolio alongside the company’s own
greenteQ brand.

None of the original staff members are
still atVBH, but there are a number who
joined soon after. These include
commercial manager Robb Crampton,
who joined in 1984, and Lesley Mills and
Lee Pollard in 1985.

In 2009 the name changed to VBH
(UK) and saw the launch of the
company’s own greenteQ brand of
hardware.VBH changed from distributor
to manufacturer in its own right.

The brand has since grown hugely as
the new product development team has
brought in a stream of new products
dictated by the requirements of the
British market. it is now recognised as a
top quality hardware brand, with
products for windows, resi-doors, and
patio doors, including the Clearspan bi-
fold system.

The VBH team celebrated the 40th
anniversary with a dinner/dance at Leeds
Castle in Kent in May. Staff from all three
UK sites got together to remember old
colleagues and, in many cases, to meet
new ones. ❐

And we’re
still local

The Shelforce team

“A local
company was

needed.”
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hanley amos stewart

Expert services you can trust

Email: hanley.a.stewart@btconnect.com
www.hanleyamosstewart.co.uk

01942 523702

Litigation can easily take up to 2 years to a final hearing, and
easily cost over £100,000.00 to the unsuccessful party. Compare
this withMediation, often 1 day, £1,000.00 or so per party, and
most matters are resolved successfully in that 1 day.

2000+
DISPUTEDMATTERS

DEALTWITH
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INTHE INDUSTRY

30+

A LEADING EXPERT IN MEDIATION & DISPUTE RESOLUTION
• Advice is alwaysgivenhonestly, indetail and inbest interests

• Don’s strength lies inhis ability tofind solutions indisputes

• Understandingof theprocessand requirementsof mediation

• FromtheSupremeCourt in London to local small claims courts

Don Waterworth

DonWaterworth is thorough, effective, and
he has an amazing ability to comfort truly frazzled
clients. His reports are concise yet detailed and to the
point, and he is a convincing witness at mediations
and in Court. You would want him on your side, and
not on the other.

John Brooke - Senior Consultant, Clyde & Co
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Over the past two years, the industry experienced
incredibly high demand closely followed by a supply

chain crisis. But as the market stabilises and in fact looks
set to shrink, how can companies maintain momentum?

Although installers are the most obvious and more
traditional route to market for trade fabricators, with
continued uncertainty across the window industry, it is
more important now than ever that companies consider
new avenues to guarantee a steady stream of business –
and small builders could be the perfect solution.

In the same way that window companies have diversified
in recent years, by becoming much more than window
specialists, small builders have also evolved to keep up with
the rapidly changing demands of consumers. As a result,
many small builders now buy and fit windows and doors
themselves, making them the ideal prospects for suppliers
to target.

There are many benefits to selling to a small builder, and
here’s why.

Trust in small builders
Although the existing perception around consumer

habits is that people are more likely to trust bigger
companies and brands when they want to invest in home
improvements it is often not the case.

In fact, it’s actually more common for a homeowner to
hire a small builder who comes highly recommended by a
friend or relative. Before they’ve even met, they have an
element of trust in their work and will undoubtedly use
them time and time again.

As well as being incredibly popular among consumers,
small builders also often have minor overheads and next to
no advertising costs so they can remain competitive in the
market.

Additionally, unlike traditional installers who buy in
windows and doors on a regular basis, small builders tend
to order on a more sporadic basis. Therefore, trade
suppliers don’t need to offer small builders a trade
discount like they would with their regular installer
customers so profit margins will be better.

Despite being a great alternative route to market, small
builders operate under the radar and are notoriously
difficult to track down.

To help trade suppliers who may be on the hunt for a list
of small builders but don’t know where to start, the expert
team of Insight Data researchers has worked tremendously
hard to pull together a specialist database of small builders
from across the UK.

The list contains over 21,000 general builders and
contractors and is the most comprehensive and detailed
marketing data of its kind.

Accessed online through the Insight Data CRM
platform, Salestracker, the local builders database can be

The latest State of the Industry report, produced by Insight Data, found that the number of
installers has decreased by 7.6% in the last four years.As the market gets tougher,AlexTremlett
highlights how trade suppliers should be exploring an alternative route to market

Shrinking market

split by category, region or postcode so suppliers can
create bespoke contact lists, email marketing campaigns,
and direct mail campaigns or call lists for in-house sales
teams.

Providing the contact details of small builders is just one
of the benefits of this database. In fact, the data also
contains all the valuable business and financial
information a supplier will need to check if a company is a
worthwhile prospect, helping companies to make
informed business decisions.

Ultimately, the database gives suppliers unprecedented
market intelligence and the Salestracker platform
simplifies the way in which they can track prospects,
manage leads and drive sales activity.

Insight Data’s Local Builders database has been
painstakingly developed over the last 10 years by our in-
house research team and is continually refreshed.

Insight Data also has a host of additional databases
containing over 60,000 contacts from the UK
construction, fenestration and glazing industries.

Salestracker has over 700 users, including major systems
companies, fabricators, and component suppliers, all of
which can use the data to create highly targeted marketing
campaigns to prospective customers, helping to build a
more successful, profitable, and valuable business. ❐

www.insightdata.co.uk

AlexTremlett

The new State of the Industry report is available to
download free from the Insight Data website. To receive

your copy sign up at:
www.insightdata.co.uk/reports

http://www.insightdata.co.uk
http://www.insightdata.co.uk/reports


WINDOWS DOORS ROOFING SHOPFRONT CURTAIN WALL BRINGING LIGHT INTO LIVING

www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk

Commonly thought of as a commercial product, curtain walling is becoming increasingly specified
for homes to create a light and airy living space. The architect specified the Kestrel Aluminium100mm
box and plate curtain walling system incorporating Kestrel 60mm windows to maximise natural light
and give a dramatic frontage to this prestigious development on the Coton House Estate, near Rugby.

For more information, visit www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk or call 0121 333 3575.

Designed to maximise natural light

http://www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk
http://www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk
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The stresses and strains currently felt by window
fabricators aren’t something new, but it’s been about

14 years since we’ve seen demand drop after prolonged
period of growth.

And when the market did contract in 2008, we didn’t
have the added pressures of rising energy and fuel costs,
inflation at 11%, and the cost of living squeezing
household finances.

This puts real pressures on fabricators as increased
supply costs are passed on in a timely fashion and decent
cash reserves are maintained to cover late payment.
Making efficient use of their assets, rather than simply
cutting those that are inefficient, is one way fabricators can
do this.

TakeWindow Designer from First Degree Systems as an
example.You originally invested in the software to process
window designs more efficiently, and you would have
reduced the number of remakes you have to manufacture
as a result.

The cost of a window remake extends far beyond the
price of material and labour. If you factor in the delay to
other products in the manufacturing schedule, the delivery
to site, the potential delay to the project, and the
reputational damage, then the cost of that one remake is
very much more.

Yet, these errors can be significantly reduced if the right
design software is employed. Not only that, but further
efficiencies can be realised that also add margin and profit
to the bottom line.

For example, within the Window Designer suite of
software products, there are solutions for managing stock
efficiently, another area that can free up a significant
amount of cash.

Good stock control comes down to understanding
demand. If you know what you want, and when you want
it, you don’t need to buy profile on spec. And, as
homeowners have more product choice, it is more
important than ever to keep stock levels down, otherwise
you could find yourself bursting at the seams.

First Degree Systems’ Stock Assistant programme
integrates fully with Window Designer, and gives
fabricators full oversight of their stock holding. It can offer
just-in-time stock ordering, pre-allocate requirements,
and even reconcile accounts.

This means that you can reduce your general stock
overhead, and buy in at demand. And if you're working
effectively with your stock lead times, you will reduce your
stock levels. Generally, this will release the money that
you've got tied up in stock. And what it means for the
future is that you are not overburdening your stock
requirement.

A significant knock-on effect of this is that you don’t
have to find extra space to put stock in, and you can free
up additional floor space, which can be used profitably.

I have seen, even from medium-sized businesses, around

First Degree Systems’ sales manager Greg Beachim explains how finding efficiencies in your
business could be a software issue

Tightening the belt

£150,000-worth of released capital thanks to effective
stock control, which can be critical for any business.

If you have Window Designer set up for your PVC-U
window production, don’t forget that you can use the same
software if you expand into aluminium manufacture.This
immediately saves you the cost of investing in new
software, but it also improves your bottom line in other
ways.We’ve found that processing aluminium orders is up
to five times quicker than the architectural software that is
typically used for aluminium orders, allowing you to push
more product through your product line, more efficiently.

Finally, I would suggest that if you bought Window
Designer some years ago, I would consider changing to an
online rental model. This will keep you updated to the
latest version of Window Designer, and make is easy for
you to access the bolt-on packages that will help you
realise further efficiencies and release more cash in your
business. ❐

www.firstdegreesystems.com

Greg Beachim

http://www.firstdegreesystems.com


Show the difference
to your customers

Find out more at bfrc.org

British Fenestration Rating Council

Proof your products will perform as promised
Energy efficiency is invisible. But if customers can’t
see the energy performance of your windows or
doors, how will they know to prefer them?

BFRC provides scientific and impartial proof of
energy performance in windows and doors. We are
the UK’s most trusted ratings council, with the most
widely used rating system.

The BFRC rainbow confirms your products have
been independently verified by experts and
you have been assessed to ensure products will
perform as promised.

This gives installers and homeowners the evidence
they need to make the right choice for each home’s
energy performance requirements.
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Members of the initial group, which began their two-
year apprenticeship in March 2021, are completing

projects for end point assessments and should be fully
qualified by the end of the year. A second, which started
last September 2021 is concluding its first academic year
with another to follow.

ADSA managing director Ken Price, says: “Demand for
places has been tremendous. It is good to know that the
industry has embraced the opportunity to develop a future
workforce utilising the apprenticeship scheme. It provides
a thorough learning opportunity, combining academic
study with on-the-job experience. The automatic door
sector is considered niche within the wider building
products and construction industry – but it is one that
requires a particular set of skills and learning to
demonstrate competency and meet exacting standards.

“The nature of our business means that we have
traditionally found it hard to attract new talent. Indeed,
before starting on their apprenticeships, some of the
candidates commented that they’d been unaware that
PPD technicians ‘were a thing’.

“Automatic doors, gates and entrances may be widely
used within commercial and public buildings, enabling
convenience and accessibility but awareness of the
businesses that make, install and maintain them may not
have been as prominent as it might, which has led to a
skills gap within the industry. ADSA’s efforts to
professionalise it through the provision of end-to-end

The success of an apprenticeship scheme created by the Automatic Door Suppliers Association
(ADSA) is helping to develop a future workforce for the industry.
A third cohort of powered pedestrian door technician apprentices started at South Staffordshire
College in June with places for a further course in September now being booked.

Attracting talent

learning and development opportunities should help
attract and retain talent for the future.”

In addition to the success of the apprenticeship on
mainland UK, a new apprenticeship course is being
launched in Northern Ireland, through South Eastern
Regional College (SERC). The college will act as the
industry delivery partner for the new automated entrances
apprenticeship which is being funded by the Department
for the Economy NI.

The college is now recruiting students for an expected
15-strong cohort which will be introduced as part of a
rolling programme, beginning this
September. Qualifications include:

● EAL Level 2 Diploma in Engineering Technologies
● EAL Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Performing

Engineering Operations
Modules will comprise engineering environment

awareness, electrical installation methods, wiring and
circuit protection, working safely in an engineering
environment and maintaining electrical
equipment/systems. Modules will be tailored to meet the
needs of the industry.

Level two maths and English will also be provided for
apprentices who do not already hold these qualifications.

Apprentices for the SERC course will need to be
working for a company based in Northern Ireland or a UK
company that works predominantly in NI. ❐

www.serc.ac.uk

The apprentices of ADSA

http://www.serc.ac.uk


All models manufactured entirely in the UK from components resourced in this country.

Whatever your production output or budget requirements if you fabricate upvc window or door frames we have
the sawing and machining center for you. Stuga fully guarantee the output of their sawing & machining centers.

Save operators • Save profile • Reduce skills • Improve efficiency, quality and consistency.

All models have rotary tooling, reusable offcut management, high frequency prepping heads, barcode & picture
label printer and management analysis software. Routing and notching on both sides of a profile standard on all

models. Also fully guaranteed factory rebuilds offered subject to availability.

ZX5-E 600 – 700
per weekAUTOFLOW-2 350 – 450

per week ZX5-S 800 – 1000
per week

Machinery

Sawing and Machining
as it should be

Long Proven British Innovation and Engineering

Ask for machine sales or visit www.stuga.co.uk

01493 742348

ZX
5 TOOLING RING

http://www.stuga.co.uk
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While things have improved considerably, we’re
obviously continuing to face challenges in this

industry – whether that’s from a shortage of components
and raw materials, knock-on effects of the repeated
lockdowns in China, the war in Ukraine and the sanctions
on Russia, or simply insufficient capacity to respond
adequately to the post-Covid bounceback.

From a machinery supplier’s perspective, the issues we
have faced in terms of extended lead times are similar to
those in the motor industry. The surge in retail demand
that we’ve experienced in the UK and the savings
mountains accumulated by consumers working from
home who couldn’t spend their money on holidays or
entertainment have been replicated in many markets
around the world, and it’s created something of a perfect
storm for many global suppliers.

When it comes to cars, the fact that it is the most affluent
buyers who have saved the most is reflected in the fact that
the longest lead times are on some of the most desirable
and expensive models. Want a new BMW? According to
car leasing specialists Pike and Bambridge, you’ll have to
wait for nine months. A Porsche? You’ll wait between 12
and 24 months. And don’t even enquire about a new
Range Rover? They are saying it’s a minimum of 2 years.

We are obviously not talking about anything like those
lead times on machinery – but it’s undoubtedly the case
that our most advanced and prestige models are on much
longer lead times than normal. That is why we are doing
our best at Emmegi (UK) to communicate that to
fabricators up front so that they can factor it into their
investment plans.

If you know it will take over a year for your new Porsche
to be delivered, then you’ll obviously place your order
much earlier than you would have done previously – and
it’s a similar situation for fabricators buying machinery
from many of the suppliers into the UK, and not just
Emmegi. If you are well aware that the machine you want
isn’t likely to be available within just a few weeks, then as
long as you place your order well in advance, you should
still be able to take delivery at a time to suit you.

Anyone who’s had any building work done on their home or tried to order a new car over the past
year or so will be very familiar with the supply chain issues which are impacting the whole of the
global economy, writes Emmegi MD Ian Latimer

Worth the wait

Apparently, new vehicle stock in the UK is better on
more mainstream models from the likes of Nissan and
Hyundai, but I doubt there are many Porsche buyers who
are going to order a Nissan just because they can get it
more quickly, and I think it’s a similar situation with our
machines.We don’t think fabricators want to compromise
on the quality, durability, or capability of their machines
for the sake of not ordering further in advance.

Everyone at Emmegi, both in the UK and at our
manufacturing hub in Italy, is focused on increasing
output and on bringing lead times back in line with where
they were before the pandemic. We are making good
progress, and, in the meantime, we are offering certain
machines in the UK from stock, including our Comet X6
and Comet R6I 4 and 5 axis machining centres.

Because these are stock models, they are not available
with the bespoke set-ups that customers might be used to
from an Emmegi machine, but they are amongst our most
popular machines because they are already highly specced.

Our team can obviously give advice on availability for
the rest of the Emmegi range and customers can be
reassured that they will be kept fully informed about the
status of their orders. ❐

www.emmegi.com/en/home

Comet X6 four-axis CNC
installed at Ramsay & Sons
(Forfar)

Comet R6I five-axis CNC
at Henshaw in Edinburgh

http://www.emmegi.com/en/home
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passionate
about the
industry, and
have seen first-
hand over
many years the
amazing career
opportunities
there are.
What I want to
do now is play
a major part in
getting that
message to the
outside world
as a key part of
our efforts to
help bridge the
skills gap." ❐

www.buildingourskills.co.uk

GLASS & STRUCTURAL GLAZING
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Cardiff-based aluminium fabricator Dudley’s
Aluminium has secured a project with family run
construction company Beard Construction on
100Victoria Street in Bristol.
The fabricator will install AluProf capped curtain
walling, silicone glazed curtain walling, windows
and doors, and fire-rated windows and doors as
well as automatic entrance doors in the
extension to the office development which is
located close to BristolTemple Meads railway

station, Bristol city centre and Cabot Circus.
Colin Shorney, managing director at Dudley’s
Aluminium, says:“We are thrilled to be a part of
this project in the heart of Bristol, extending the
provision of quality office accommodation in the
city.
“This is our first project with Beard
Construction, and we hope it is the start of a long
and fruitful partnership with the company.” ❐

www.dudleys.uk.com

Building Our Skills has appointed Mark Handley as
partnerships manager.

Formerly sales and marketing director at Consort
Handley has over 30 years' experience in the fenestration
industry in roles spanning fabrication, installation,
technical support, sales and marketing. He will effectively
'be the face of' Building Our Skills' activities, working with
employers and other organisations in the fenestration,
glass and glazing industry to raise awareness of the work
the organisation is doing, and to engage more support.

The appointment is a key part of Building Our Skills'
formal action plan for the next 12 months, which reflects
the campaign's commitment to bridging the skills gap, and
working closely with stakeholders to attract entrants to the
industry. Building Our Skills also has at its core the
objective of encouraging industry employers to upskill
their existing workforce, inspiring and encouraging them
to see the industry as a home for their long-term career
ambitions, as opposed to just a job 'for now'.

Handley says: "I'm delighted to be on the Building Our
Skills team and part of an initiative whose objectives and
activities I so admire. Like all those involved, I am

Building the bridge

http://www.buildingourskills.co.uk
http://www.dudleys.uk.com


We design, innovate and manufacture
precision tooling and specialist
machinery for PVCU and Aluminium
Systems Professionals and Fabricators.
We deliver practical solutions to complex
machining challenges for leading global
extruders, operating to the very highest
service standards in close partnership
with our customers.

We make what you need,
to make windows and doors.

Problem?
Solved.

Find out more at our new website jade-eng.co.uk



Today, there still remain thousands of properties
requiring remedial work to remove, what could be,

dangerous cladding. Following a review of the fire at The
Cube in Bolton in November 2019 there was much
speculation as to whether the government would lower the
combustible material ban in England from 18 to 11
metres. In an update to the House of Commons, then
housing secretary Robert Jenrick revealed that the student
housing block fire in Bolton in November 2019 was
technically excluded from the 18m threshold fire
regulation, as the building was just 17.8 metres high.

Following the report from Jenrick and the ban on
combustible materials in the external wall, stakeholders
have now suggested that an 11m threshold is an acceptable
limit of traditional external fire-fighting techniques. The
11m threshold was initially implemented in Scotland, but
there does not seem to be any comprehensive research that
supports this fire-fighting limit.

In January this year Michael Gove’s office wrote to Peter
Caplehorn, chief executive of the Construction Products
Association, requesting that the cladding and insulation
companies will be held responsible for remediation work
for buildings over the 11m threshold. The letter goes on to
state that the government estimates the cost to remediate
unsafe cladding on buildings over 18m to be £5.1bn and
for buildings between 11-18m, it estimates a further £4bn
will be required to replace dangerous cladding. The CPA
currently disputes these figures as they are based just on a
desktop exercise and lack any real-world inspections. The
CPA also points out that, due to the nature of the
contracting process, it can be very difficult to determine
which material has been installed, making on-site
inspection necessary to determine the full extent of the
cladding that needs to be replaced. The figures from the
government do not take into consideration the amount of
unsafe aluminium composite material (ACM) used in
cladding projects compared to aluminium sheet and non-
combustible insulation used in rain screen cladding, which
can be perfectly safe.

Whilst the CPA is in
agreement with the
government that
homeowners who are
affected by unsafe
cladding should not be
expected to pay for
remedial work but there
is no consensus at the
moment as to what size
the fund needs to be and
how it can be
contributed to. The
deadline set in the
secretary of state’s letter
of January 2022 to have
an agreement in place
with CPA members by
March 2022 has not
been met. However the CPA has proposed that a fund
should be set up, to undertake the remedial works
required, to inspect and, if necessary, replace unsafe
cladding. We await the final details of this fund and how it
is to be formed.

As an industry we appreciate the danger of surface
spread of flame in some ACM from building fires here in
the UK and some well documented fires in the Middle
East. So how does this affect where we are today with
buildings using aluminium cladding panels and
aluminium framed windows or curtain walling?

It is important to state that aluminium is non-
combustible. What can be combustible is what you put on
the aluminium as a finish or as a support backing. In the
case of ACM, the core forming the aluminium sheet
sandwich can be combustible. As aluminium melts at
about 650ºC, the outer sheet of an ACM panel can quickly
melt away leaving the core to burn if it is combustible.
ACM has been used as a cladding material as
it is cost effective and offers a perfectly flat and
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ALUMINIUM – THE COLUMN

For a tall order
Since the tragedy at GrenfellTower, to many, the government has appeared slow to react to
replace dangerous cladding, but in 2019 it did implement a combustible material ban to
residential buildings over 18m in height for new build in England, CAB CEO Phil Slinger writes

Phil Slinger
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decorative
sheet which
needs little
support in
order to
remain stable.
Furthermore,
ACM is easy to
cut and fold,
making it an
ideal cladding
material with
good life
expectancy. Today ACM sheets are still used, but with fire
retardant or non-combustible cores depending on the
regulations in place.

Traditional aluminium rainscreen systems, normally
made up of heavier gauge aluminium sheet and not ACM,
are perfectly safe in use as long as the surface finish meets
the appropriate classification to minimise surface spread of
flame. If the aluminium sheet forms a cladding or
rainscreen system with insulation, the components that
make up the external wall of a ‘relevant building’ (i.e. a
residential building over 18m in England) must be non-
combustible or of limited combustibility (i.e. A1 or A2-s1,
d0, as classified by BS EN 13501-1, as per regulation
7(2)). Also very necessary are fire stops to ensure the space
between cladding and structure does not act as a chimney,
helping to propagate a fire. Window frames and glass are
exempt from the requirement for an A1 or A2-s1, d0
classification for parts of the external wall in relevant
buildings, and curtain walling framing “can be considered
as a window frame”, according to the government’s FAQs
on the subject. It must be noted that spandrel panels
and/or other opaque insulated panels in curtain walling are
not exempted and must comply with regulation 7(2).
However, there remain some questions concerning the
application of regulation 7(2), including the use of
laminated glass, and CAB continues to work with all
stakeholders to clarify the requirements.

There has also been quite a bit of discussion regarding
which surface finish is required for panels to meet an
acceptable resistance to surface spread of flame. Some
architects are insistent a fire classification of A1 to BS EN
13501-1 must be used. In reality a classification of ‘A2-s1,
d0’ is perfectly acceptable, as this offers excellent
resistance to surface spread of flame and meets the
requirements of current legislation.

Whilst anodised aluminium is completely non-
combustible, powder coating can contain compounds
which could burn. Powder coated surfaces applied at
industry standard levels, normally no more than 110
microns in thickness, can be demonstrated to meet ‘A2-
s1,d0’ which is perfectly acceptable on high rise ‘relevant’
properties. This is further supported by the testing
required for London Underground approval, often
referred to as a barometer of fire safety. This requires
compliance to the EN 45545 series, where arguably spread
of flame is measured objectively (ISO 5658-2) unlike BS
EN 13501-1, which involves visual assessment only.
Furthermore, smoke production from powder coating is
typically extremely low or non-existent (s1) with no
flaming droplets (d0). On the chart of combustibility, ‘A2-
s1,d0’ sits just under the ‘A1’ non-combustible
classification.

A fire test for the whole external cladding system is BS
8414, which can still be used to demonstrate the safety of
systems for “relevant buildings” over 11m in Scotland,
alongside the requirement for materials used in the
external wall to be classified A1 or A2-s1, d0 as above, but
BS 8414 is not admissible for “relevant buildings” (i.e.
over 18m) in England. This test requires external wall
systems that meet the performance criteria given in BRE
report BR 135, which assesses whether the cladding build
up is deemed safe for buildings at elevated height. The test
itself involves a 9m high wall with a complete cladding
installation, including the fixing of panels and insulation.
It is therefore a ‘through-the-wall test’. On tests, powder
coated aluminium sheet performance is perfectly
acceptable and does not contribute to surface spread of
flame.

The European Commission is funding work to develop
a European approach to assess the fire performance of
facades, and it is about to start a round-robin using the
established method, which was developed from BS 8414
and DIN 4102-20 test methods, and hopes to consider
falling parts and the role of a secondary opening such as a
window as well as fire spread. It is intended to include
curtain walling in the round robin testing. It is hoped that
the European Commission will initiate a standardisation
request for CEN to prepare a new test standard, but this
process will likely take ten years from now.

The key is getting the correct specification for cladding,
curtain walling and windows completed at an early stage of
building design. Using the new gateways in the Building
Safety Act should help to ensure that building safety is
considered at each stage of design and construction. On
existing buildings, given the knowledge our members now
have, cladding systems can be quickly assessed to
determine if they meet current legislation, or if they must
be upgraded or possibly replaced. Our association will
continue to monitor progress in the replacement of
cladding and keep our members up to date with what is
happening in the industry. ❐

Based at the picturesque Bonds’ Mill development in
Stonehouse, CAB staff are always on hand during normal

working hours to answer any membership, training or
technical aluminium fenestration related questions. News
and event information is regularly updated on the CAB

website at www.c-a-b.org.uk and also in the association
monthly ezine ‘A Window Into Aluminium’ which is free to
sign up to. If you are not a member of CAB and wish to
learn more about membership, please contact Jessica
Dean at the CAB offices by email jessica.dean@c-a-
b.org.uk or telephone Jessica at the office on 01453

828851.
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The general view is that, nowadays, the main market
for PVC-U windows is in the replacement of old

PVC-U windows, and that heritage timber replacements
are out of reach.

But the PVC-U window industry has always been about
reinvention. Old single-glazed timber and aluminium
windows and doors were replaced by energy efficient
PVC-U double-glazed alternatives very early on, so sales
of PVC-U windows and doors today are focused on
replacing the replacements – primarily by focusing on
energy efficiency, but gaining serious ground with
opportunities presented by colour, security, aesthetics
and sustainability.

While profile design and foils can go a long way to
mimicking timber and aluminium, sales were effectively a
PVC-U upgrade rather than standing toe-to-toe with
those higher value alternatives. So, if homeowners already
had timber windows installed, they would have been
looking at new timber windows, and not PVC-U windows
that are designed to look like them.

But, that is starting to change. We are seeing evidence
that high value PVC-U windows are replacing timber
ones.

One of the reasons for this is that we have a much better
proposition today than we did 50 years ago. And
homeowners are buying into that. More specifically, they
understand their homes and they are installing products
that fit in with the age and the character of the property.

For example, sales of Deceuninck’s flush products
continue to rise, and now account for more than 40% of
all products sold.

We are working on the basis that our flush casements
are being sold into properties where the alternative would
have been a timber window. While we have marketed on
this idea, we’ve known that flush sash windows with
mechanical joints and modern foils are typically an
aspirational choice for PVC-U upgrades rather than
genuine timber alternatives. But that has clearly changed.

Our research comfirms this.We commissioned YouGov
to carry out this survey and the results support the
popularity of flush windows: when presented with a
choice of either a flush or storm casement, 62% of
homeowners expressed a preference for the former.

In comparison, only 33% expressed a preference for a
traditional storm sash, with a further 5% undecided.

YouGov found that while flush casements had universal
appeal regardless of age, they were most popular among
those in the 35-44 age group. They preferred choice of
69% of respondents in this age group. Since this is a key
demographic for the window industry everything points
to continuing growth in flush casement sales.

Combined with colour options it shifts the conversation
with the end user away from one driven by price, to one
driven by aesthetics and design.

They just keep coming
And now that

we are
convinced that
the potential
market has
expanded to
beyond PVC-U
replacements
to include
timber window
replacements,
the
opportunities
to add value
and increase
margin has
never been
greater.

We launched our Heritage flush sash window in 2016.
It combines subtle balanced aesthetics, replicating
traditional timber windows, with advanced thermal
performance achieving WER of as high as A++ and U-
values as low as 0.90W/m2K. Airtightness is Class 4,Water
tightness Class E900,Wind Resistance AE2400.

PAS24 tested and Part Q approved, the flush sash can
be fully welded or mechanically jointed and comes with a
night vent facility, Georgian bar option and choice of
traditional ironmongery.

We added an open-out flush door sash alongside our
flush window offer at the end of 2019. Fully suited with
the Heritage 2800 system, it achieves U-values as low as
1.0W/m2K and DER A rating.

It is also PAS24 approved and can be welded or
mechanically jointed, achieving class 4 600 Pa air
permeability, class E1050 Pa water tightness (full frame)
and class A3 1200 Pa wind resistance.

With a dedicated reinforcement there is also no
requirement to glass bond units, simplifying handling in
manufacture.

YouGov also found that more than 50% of respondents
expressed a preference for a colour option: greys,
including anthracite grey, agate grey, and grey, accounted
for a combined 17%; Irish oak and rosewood polled 7%
and 6% respectively; greens, including Chartwell and sage
green, recorded 4% and 1%; and black and cream each
recorded 4%.

At a headline level, three-quarters of all respondents
said that colour of windows was ‘very important’ in
influencing their purchasing decisions.

Deceuninck offers 30+ colourways in stock and 20
additional colours in just 15 working days, while on
average Deceuninck fabricators sell twice as much colour
as their competitors.❐

www.deceuninck.co.uk

Deceuninck’s MD Rob McGlennon considers whether a PVC-U flush casement window
with authentic detailing can be a true timber window alternative

Rob McGlennon

http://www.deceuninck.co.uk


Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG
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Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on
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FLUSH DOOR
by Deceuninck

• Designed in line with the aaaward winning
flush window (G17 New PPPPPProduct of the Year)

• Dedicated PAS24 approveeeeeeeeeeeeed hardware system

• #BestInClass double & sinnnnnnnnnnnnngle door weather
performance:
Air Permeability - Class 4 600 PPPPPPPPPPPPPa
Water Tightness - Class E105000000 Pa
WWWiiinnnddd RRReeesssiiissstttaaannnccceee - CCClllaaassssss AAA333 11122200000000000000000 Pa

• Doorset energy rating A

• Double glazed Ud 1.3, trippppppllle glazed Ud 1.0

• Dedicated galvanised reinnnnnnnnnnnnnforcement,
no glass bonding

• 30+ colourways in stock
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Have heritage windows lost their mojo? Do
homeowners still want window styles that reflect

what were installed in the first place? Ian Cocken at
aluplast says: “It is widely agreed that many homes in the
UK have windows installed that don’t match the age and
character of the property.

“With the rise in popularity of the flush sash,
homeowners found they could finally find window
replacements that were more in keeping with what was
originally installed. They have also opened new
opportunities for installers to improve choice – in many
cases creating a hook to win significant new business.

“So, no.There is still plenty of opportunity, especially as
homeowners are spending more time and money
improving the look and feel of their homes in the wake of
the pandemic.”

Cocken says that Aluplast’s flush sash has been refined
to meet the demands of the heritage sector, including a
58mm slim sightline sash which he believes has the
narrowest sightlines on the market. Other design features
include a choice of standard and heritage deep bottom
rail; and options for mechanical jointing, which combine
to create a strong match for a traditional, 19th century
timber sash. ❐

www.aluplast.co.uk

HERITAGE
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Window Ware has added a new heritage door handle
to its Regal Hardware range.

The period style door handle is a progression for the
Regal Hardware brand which features monkey tail and
pear drop casement window handles, matching stays and
pegs, plus dummy and working butt hinges.

Homeowners who buy flush sash windows for their
period properties often also want matching French doors
so having a full complement of coordinated heritage
hardware makes sense.

Window Ware’s product manager, Rob Vaughan, says:
“We know from regular conversations with fabricators,
especially those working with The Residence Collection
flush sash systems, that there is a real need for a heritage
door handle which suites perfectly with the rest of the
Regal Hardware range. After months of careful research
and meticulous product design, we think the Regal
Hardware designers have nailed it with their exquisite new
door handle offering.

“Like the rest of the Regal Hardware range, this door
handle comes in a choice of traditional monkey tail or pear
drop designs. Customers can take their pick from the full
palette of nine stunning finishes, including black and rose
gold.

“Fabricators will be able to tell the quality the moment
they take these handles out of the box.The generous lever

Opening doors in style

Ian Cocken

Eclectic, or eccentric?

gives the handle a distinctly solid feel and, importantly,
makes for a firm and super comfortable hold. No detail is
overlooked and if you look closely you’ll find the well-
recognised ‘R’ seal of quality reassuringly stamped into
the face of every back plate.” ❐

www.windowware.co.uk

http://www.aluplast.co.uk
http://www.windowware.co.uk


Janis Windows & Doors Ltd

48 Appleton Place, Appleton Industrial Estate,
Southern Road, Aylesbury, HP19 9EW

Tel: 0831 6090 476

Email: info@janis.co.uk

Web: http://www.janis.co.uk

Credit Rating: 73

Key Contact: Alexia Kalila, Managing Director

Direct Tel: 07968 342 115

Direct Email: alexia.kalila@janis.co.uk

PVCu Windows and Doors

Windows/Doors, Buy in, Spectus

Vertical Sliders, Buy in, Veka

Bi-fold Doors, Buy in, Kommerling

Composite Doors, Buy in, Solidor, 10 PW

Aluminium Windows and Doors

Windows/Doors, Buy in, Techal

Windows/Doors, Buy in, Senior

Bi-fold Doors, Buy in, Technal

17:02 56%EE4G+

Products

Business Details

50-75 Frames per week

YOUR
FUTURE
IN YOUR
HANDS

01934 808 293
hello@insightdata.co.uk

www.insightdata.co.uk

502 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

Insight Data puts 80,000 potential
customers at your fingertips

The Insight Database helps your sales and marketing team get better results faster. Updated live
in real-time with in-depth information, not available anywhere else, you get the inside track on

fabricators and installers, builders, architects, merchants, construction firms and house-builders.

@insightdata
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Jade Engineering has undergone a full redesign of its
image with a new website and a modernised logo. The

logo can be seen in the factories of many PVC-U and
aluminium window and door fabricators in the UK.

Sean Mackey, who with partner Adam Jones has built
Jade into a major machine tool supplier over the past 30
years says: “Our machine tools are to be found in every
PVC-U fabricator and the majority of aluminium frame
makers too,” he says. “But we often hear the phrase ‘I
didn’t know you did that’ when we are simply chatting
about day-to-day business issues. So we decided to up our
game, and take the guesswork out of it.”

Adam Jones says “Our end millers, bead saws and more
unusual kit such as the Jade reverse butt cleaner, are
inexpensive solutions to problems many fabricators often
don’t know they have. Our new website will show the
whole range, also including videos of some of the
machines we supply.”

The website is divided into three main groups: Jade
Tooling, Jade Machines and Jade Consult division. This,
says Mackey, has been growing spectacularly and is what

TRADE NEWS
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National framework provider Pagabo has announced
the second generation of its medium works

framework, which will be valued at £1bn.
The current medium works framework is one of

Pagabo’s most popular and active construction offerings.
148 projects have been procured through it to date. The
announcement gives prior information and sets the
wheels in motion to the creation and launch of its
successor. Prospective suppliers will be able to bid
following the release of tender documentation later this
year.

The new generation of the framework will run for four
years from January 2023, taking over from the current
iteration, which expires in December. It provides a
compliant and collaborative framework that can deliver
medium-sized construction projects with a minimum
value of £250,000, giving clients access to suppliers across
three value bands.

Jason Stapley, managing director at Pagabo, said: “This
announcement marks the first steps towards making this
second generation framework a reality – and the best it
can be based on market input. This approach to
engagement with those who will apply to be on or will use
the framework is an important part of our process,
ensuring that every framework we launch is absolutely fit-
for-purpose – solving procurement problems rather than
creating them.

“It’s really important that clients have access to the best
providers on the market – not just the big businesses.
That’s why we reserve a number of appointments
specifically for SMEs. We know how important having
that choice is to clients, as well as the increased levels of
social value and positive impact benefit that comes from

Framed for £1bn

Jason Stapley

the website will probably explain the most effectively:
“When chatting with customers, they will often mention a
production issue that they have been unable to resolve.We
believe there is always a solution, and we will then design,
manufacture and install it for the client. This has led to
larger and more ambitious projects, now including a
number of complete production lines and start-up factory
kit outs. It’s very big business and we are the only firm that
has the expertise to offer it. Tell us what you want, how
much you have to spend and we will design, supply and
commission it for you.” ❐

www.jade-eng.co.uk

Upgrade time: Jade 2.0

working with SMEs particularly on a local level.
“Our medium works framework is a really popular one

with our clients, providing them with the services they
need to compliantly deliver mid-sized projects. Some
incredible work has been delivered through the
framework, such as £1.4m National Centre for Craft and
Design for North Kesteven District Council and the
£10m Swallowtail Place for Saffron Housing Trust, and
we look forward to seeing standout built environment
schemes come through the new generation from next
year.” ❐

www.pagabo.co.uk

http://www.pagabo.co.uk
http://www.jade-eng.co.uk




Seaham-based North East
Bifolds has invested in a
second AMC308 machining
centre from machinery
manufacturer Kombimatec.
Tony Meah, who long with
Chris Craggs, owns North
East Bifolds says:“Primarily,
we chose to take on a
second machine to
safeguard the business
against any issues we might
face if the existing one was
out of action, but ultimately,
having two machines
running will enable us to
double our output and reduce lead in times by at least a week.The added benefit that the entire team
already know the control panel, made the decision to expand in this way an easy one.”
Dunstable-based Kombimatec is a preferred supplier to North East Bifolds because of its quick
turnaround on orders and exceptional aftersales service.
Chris Craggs says: “Our team is comfortable with the machines, but we know that if we need a
product demo, or any additional training, we only have to ask.We are so chuffed at the quality of the
Kombimatec products, that we’ve also bought a brand new aluminium saw, too.”
Kombimatec’s director, David Parsons says:“We are really proud that businesses like North East
Bifolds choose to repeatedly buy from us – if we can help get the industry moving again and support
people likeTony to speed up his production of high quality products, then everyone comes out winning.” ❐

www.kombimatec.com
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GEZE’s TS 5000 ECline (pronounced
easyline) overhead door closer with

guide rail aims to combine accessibility and
convenience in one closer.

The TS 5000 ECline is suitable for right
and left single-action doors with a door leaf
width of up to 1250mm. It also has integrated
back check, hydraulic latching action, and the
closing speed can be individually adjusted.

In addition the closer offers flexibility as it
can be installed on the door leaf on the hinge
side or on the transom on the opposite hinge
side and all functions can be adjusted from
the front of the closer. The L version of the
closer enables it to be mounted on the push
side of the door.

With a closing force of EN 3-5 with variable
adjustment theTS 5000 ECline is suitable for
fire and smoke protection doors.

Andy Howland, sales and marketing
director of GEZE UK, says: “The TS 5000
ECline is one of our most flexible closers and
can be installed anywhere where the
convenience of passing through a door easily is required
and perfect for ensuring access for all.

Add in that it is suitable for smoke and fire protection

Access made easy

doors and you have a great all-rounder.” ❐

www.geze.co.uk

http://www.geze.co.uk
http://www.kombimatec.com




party certification, gives the end user certainty of
performance and trust in the doorset.” ❐

www.vistapanels.co.uk

TRADE NEWS
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Vista Panels has joined the Association of Composite
Door Manufacturers (ACDM), and has welcomed its

role in promoting industry standards and the need for
composite doorset manufacturers to adhere to Building
Regulations.

Under the ACDM constitution members are required
to adhere to its code of good practice, claim a recognised
security performance – usually PAS24 – and hold
independent third-party certification by a UKAS
accredited certification body.

Ian Smith,Vista’s business development and marketing
manager, says: “With changes to approved document L
(conservation of fuel and power), and expected changes to
approved document Q (security), it is vital that everyone
fabricating a composite doorset is making it to a required
performance standard.

“Installers and consumers should also be aware that
external doorsets must be UKAS or CE marked (valid
until 1st January 2023) in accordance with the
construction products regulations to demonstrate claimed
U-value performance, while the company should be able
to provide a copy of its PAS24 test report.

“Given the government drive to improve the thermal
performance of homes in the UK and the need to improve
the protection of families in their homes, a U-value of
1.4W/m2.K or under for replacement doorsets and the
proposed changes to document Q, composite doorset
manufacturers should be able to demonstrate compliance,
and not rely on cascaded information from another
manufacturer or supplier.This type of proof, which shows
the manufacturer’s name on test reports as well as third-

Performance standards

Ian Smith

Smart Architectural Aluminium has announced an
addition to its establishedVisofold range, with the new

Visofold 1000 Slim now joining the UK’s most popular
aluminium bi-fold door range.

Featuring slim lines, Visofold 1000 Slim features
Smart’s Quick-Glaze Bead which offers quicker
fabrication and installation, as well as being easy to
remove for maintenance and cleaning. Installers, simply
tap the Quick-Glaze Bead in on site (rather than having to
clip them in), making the installation and glazing process
faster, more straightforward and more cost effective. The
glazing gasket is also now integrated into the new slim
sash profile to make fabrication quicker.

Featuring a 122mm sightline (reduced by 10mm from
the standard bi-fold door) Visofold 1000 Slim’s new
slimmer profiles create an even greater glazed area and
larger uninterrupted openings. Available in a range of
opening configurations, the door’s flexibility makes it the
ideal choice for both residential and light commercial
projects. ❐ www.smartsystems.co.uk

The slimmest

http://www.vistapanels.co.uk
http://www.smartsystems.co.uk


MIDLAND ALUMINIUM LTD, STAFFORD ROAD (B5405), KNIGHTLEY, STAFFORDSHIRE, ST20 0JR

01785 287907 07538 800203
JASON WOOTTONCONTACT

|
sales@midlandaluminium.co.uk

WE SUPPLY A FULL RANGE OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS MADE FOR THE TRADE

FLUSH WINDOWS | LANTERN ROOFS | CONSERVATORIES | DESIGNER FRONT DOORS

FAST QUOTES THE LOWEST PRICESUK-WIDE SITE DELIVERIES, EVERYWEEK ||

ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD DOORS
STOCK COLOURS: WHITE, BLACK, GREY, GREY on WHITE, & BLACK onWHITE

FREE UPGRADE!
TO NEW FLUSH STYLE

ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

DUMMY SASH OPTIONS

CONCEALED MULLIONS

CONCEALED DRAINAGE

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION

FLUSH STYLEWINDOWS
NEW! OUR EXCLUSIVE SLIM 70mm SYSTEM

FREE UPGRADE!
GET UPGRADED TO

LIFT & SLIDE PATIO DOORS

Ideal for Heritage Projects

Approved Replacement
for Listed Buildings

Slim Framework

Can achieve ‘A’ Rating

Costs Less than Steel

ALUMINIUM
THAT LOOKS

ALITHERM HERITAGE
THE IDEAL REPLACEMENT FOR OLD STEELWINDOWS & DOORS

mailto:sales@midlandaluminium.co.uk


Tel: 07932 243008 Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Baypole Jacks

PROFINDER www.profinder.eu

Conservatory Roofs

Fly/Insect Screens

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST

FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE

ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Window openers

Colours

Handling Equipment

Machinery

Limited
SERVING THE WINDOW INDUSTRY

www.wmduk.com
WE PROVIDE A FAST, FRIENDLY AND COMPETITIVE SERVICE

All makes of New Machinery at competitive prices
Large selection of Refurbished Machinery
Part Exchange welcome
All machines supplied with warranties
Highly skilled service engineers for all your repairs,
breakdowns and servicing
Fast response spares department

SERVING THE WINDOW INDUSTRY

Tel: 0113 393 8939
Email: sales@wmduk.com

WE PROVIDE A FAST, FRIENDLY AND COMPETITIVE SERVICE

G llGemskilGeGG s llem kilGG iGemskill

Machinery

Sawing and Machining as it should be

01493 742348
Ask for machine sales or visit www.stuga.co.uk

ZX5-E 550 – 650
per weekAUTOFLOW-2 350 – 450

per week ZX5-S 800 – 1100
per week

http://www.profinder.eu
mailto:mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
mailto:sales@wmduk.com
http://www.wmduk.com
http://www.stuga.co.uk


PROFINDER
www.profinder.eu

Profile Bending

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profiifile bending arch
and angle specialists

■ 7-10 working day turn
around

■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

To Advertise
call

Mehreen Haroon-Ali

07932 243 008

Window Recycling

Spares for Repairs

Product Protection

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

G.M.FORMERS

DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES

t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279

e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

Window Bags & Display Cases

Window Protection Film

Andywrap®Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

Call Freephone:
0800 0850006
sales@andywrap.net

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE

• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
IIINNNDDDUUUSSSTTTRRRYYY FFFOOORRR OOOVVVEEERRR 222555 YYYEEEAAARRRSSS

http://www.profinder.eu
mailto:mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
mailto:geoff@gmformers.com
http://www.gmformers.com
mailto:sales@andywrap.net


APiC UK
0121 541 2121
www.apicuk.ltd.uk
Arkay Windows
01923 803923
www.arkaywindows.com
AWS Turner Fain
01905 774267
www.awsturnerfain.com
Ayton & McKeown
01733 390422
www.ayton-mckeown.com
Barking Shopfronts
0208 591 0504
www.bsfgroup.co.uk
BarnshawsAluminium Bending
0121 521 4297
www.barnshaws.com
CDW Systems
01452 414853
www.cdwsystems.co.uk
Clearway Doors & Windows
01242 513322
www.clearwaydoorsandwindows.co.uk
Crown Doors and Shutters
0191 419 4499
www.crownasl.co.uk
DortechArchitectural Systems
01484 451177
www.dortech.co.uk
Drayton Windows
01603 789389
www.drayton-windows.co.uk
Emperor Shopfitters
020 8590 4466
www.emperorshopfitters.co.uk
Fentrade
01633 547787
www.fentradealuminium.co.uk
Glasshus Facades
01924 890 750
ww.glasshusfacades.co.uk
IDF Aluminium
0844 8000 683
www.idfaluminium.co.uk
Lidner Prater
01737 772331
www.prater.co.uk
MBE Glazing Systems
01422 311889
www.mbeglazing.com
Metalline (Services)
01543 456930
www.metalline.co.uk

Architectural Metalwork Fabricators & Manufacturers

Fabricators & Manufacturers

Fabricators & Manufacturers

Consultants

Extruders

Finish Architectural
0121 327 0523
www.finisharchitectural.co.uk

Hydro Aluminium UK
01773 549300
www.hydro.com

a2n Management
07766 565027
www.a2n.co.uk
Placing Leaders
07921 786629
www.placingleaders.co.uk

3D Aluminium
01865 881403
www.3daluminium.co.uk
4 Aluminium
01733 889533
www.4ali.co.uk
Acorn Aluminium
0115 928 2166
www.acornaluminium.com
AEL
01695 732132
www.a-e-l.co.uk
AlchemyArchitecturalAluminium
Systems
01922 634009
www.aaasl.uk
AlimaticArchitecturalAluminium
Systems
01376 347789
www.alimatic.co.uk
AluFold Direct
01706 260700
www.alufolddirect.co.uk
Alumet
01926 811677
www.alumet.co.uk
Aluminium Bending Specialists
01623 721172
www.absltd.co.uk
Aluminium Sashes
01452 616581
www.aluminiumsashes.co.uk
Amberley Doors & Windows
01453 889362
www.amberleydoorsandwindows.co.uk
CAB Members 2022
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The Council for Aluminium in Building’s aim is to support the interests of the architectural aluminium industry by
encouraging the increasing use of aluminium products in architecture and in the construction industry as a whole

Newbury Commercial Glazing
01926 498974
www.newburycommercialglazing.co.uk
NorDan Aluminium
01506 433173
www.nordan.co.uk
Norwich Aluminium
01603 327373
www.norwichaluminium.co.uk
Panel Systems
0114 275 2881
www.panelsystems.co.uk
Ridgeway Facades
01452 883817
www.rbegroup.co.uk
Solarlux Systems
01707 339970
www.solarlux.co.uk
The Rooflight Company
01993 830613
www.therooflightcompany.co.uk
TheWindowGlassCompany(Bristol)
0117 977 9292
www.windowglass.co.uk
Total Aluminium Systems
01823 353395
www.total-aluminium.co.uk
Unique Window Systems
0116 236 4656
www.uniquewindowsystems.co.uk

AkzoNobel Powder Coatings
0121 555 1500
www.interpon.co.uk
Barley Chalu
01953 602771
www.barleychalu.co.uk
Chemetall
01908 649333
www.chemetall.com
Powdertech (Corby)
01536 400890
www.powdertechcorby.co.uk
Sherwin-Williams General
Industrial Coatings
0151 486 0486
www.synthapulvin.co.uk
Superior Paint & Powder
Coating
024 7646 4676
www.sppcltd.co.uk
Tomburn Ltd
02392 692020
www.tomburn.com

Finishing
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United Anodisers
01484 533142
www.unitedanodisers.com
Vertik-Al
0121 608 7171
www.vertik-al.com

Float Glass Industries
0161 946 8000
www.floatglass.co.uk
Glas Trösch
0208 366 1662
www.glastroeschgroup.com
Guardian Industries UK
01405 726881
www.guardianglass.co.uk
Pilkington UK
01744 692000
www.pilkington.com
Saint-Gobain Glass
01977 666100
www.saint-gobain-glass.com

Glazing Products

Hardware

Hardware

Alpro Architectural Hardware
01202 676262
www.alpro.co.uk
ASSA ABLOY OpeningSolutions
UK&Ireland
0845 873 4838
www.adamsrite.co.uk
Axim Architectural Hardware
020 8685 9685
www.axim.co.uk
Carl F Groupco
01733 393330
www.carlfgroupco.co.uk
CiiLOCK Engineering
01455 891604
www.ciilock.com
dormakaba
01462 477600
www.dormakaba.co.uk
Dyer Environmental Controls
0161 491 4840
www.dyerenvironmental.co.uk
ERA Home Security
01922 490050
www.eraeverywhere.com
Fapim SPA
07535 180 133
www.fapim.it

Finishing

CAB Members 2022

Recyclers

Repair and Maintenance

CommercialWindows & Doors
020 8885 8585
www.comwin.co.uk

Haffner Murat
01785 222421
www.haffnermurat.com
Pro Composite Solutions
07921 771771
www.procompositesolutions.com

Machinery Suppliers

Machinery Suppliers

Installers

Roofing Components
Dales Fabrications
0115 930 1521
www.dales-eaves.co.uk

Alutrade
0121 552 0330
www.alutrade.co.uk

Safeguard Glazing Supplies
01780 751442
www.safe-guard.co.uk

GEZE UK
01543 443000
www.geze.co.uk
HOPPE (UK)
01902 484400
www.hoppe.co.uk
L J Pratley & Partners
01277 633933
www.ljpratley.co.uk
L P Window Controls
01268 724506
www.lpwindowcontrols.co.uk
Prosale Automatic Doors
01452 729182
www.prosaledoors.co.uk
R W Simon
01805 623721
www.rwsimon.co.uk
Sapphire Louvres
01455 612222
www.sapphire-group.co.uk
SE Controls
01543 443060
www.secontrols.com
Securistyle
01242 221200
www.securistyle.com
SFS Group FasteningTechnology
0330 0555 888
www.sfsintec.biz
Sobinco
07955 282910
www.sobinco.com
Strand Hardware
01922 639111
www.strandhardware.co.uk
Titon Hardware
01206 713800
www.titon.co.uk
VBH (GB)
01634 263263
www.vbhgb.com
Window Ware
01234 242713
www.windowware.co.uk
Winkhaus (UK)
01536 316000
www.winkhaus.co.uk

Shading Devices

AW Louvers & Ventilation
01684 274608
www.awlouvers.co.uk
Contrasol
01727809459
www.contrasol.com
Duco Ventilation & Sun Control
0333 772 7734
www.duco.eu
Renson Fabrications
01622 754123
www.renson.be

Software Design & Supply

BM Aluminium
01684 856920
www.bmaluminium.co.uk
Soft Tech (England)
0121 468 0140
www.softtech.com
Systems Design & Supply

AluK (GB)
01291 639739
www.aluk.co.uk
ALUMIL Systems UK
07552 508097
www.alumil.com/uk
Aluprof UK
0161 941 4005
www.aluprof.co.uk

Elumatec UK
01908 580800
www.elumatec.com
Emmegi (UK)
024 7667 6192
www.emmegi.com
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Systems Design & Supply Testing & Certification

Testing & Certification

Metal Technology
028 9448 7777
www.metaltechnology.com
Origin Frames
01494 686868
www.origin-global.com
RAICO UK
01329 848175
www.raico.eu
Reynaers Aluminium
0121 421 1999
www.reynaers.com
Schueco UK
01908 282111
www.schueco.co.uk
Senior Architectural Systems
01709 772600
www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk
Smart Architectural Aluminium
01934 876100
www.smartsystems.co.uk

Thermal Barrier Products
Ensinger Ltd
01443 678400
www.insulbar.com
Siderise Insulation
01656 812181
www.siderise.com
Technoform Insulation Solutions UK
01789 761323
www.technoform.com
Watkiss Thermalbreak
01335 344450
www.watkissthermalbreak.co.uk
Weatherproofing
Adshead Ratcliffe & Co
01773 826661
www.arbo.co.uk
Hodgson Sealants (Holdings)
01482 868321
www.hodgsonsealants.com
Reddiplex
01905 795432
www.reddiplex.com
SealEco
01698 802250
www.sealeco.com
Sherwin-Williams UK
01752 202060
www.geocel.co.uk

Council for Aluminium in Building, Bank House, Bond’s Mill, Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3RF
Tel: 01453 828851 Web: www.c-a-b.org.uk

CAB is the essential trade body for the Aluminium in Building
sector. For further information on membership benefits
including the extensive range of free seminars on contractual
awareness, H & S and specialist technical and marketing
topics, please contact Jessica Dean on 01453 828851 or email
jessica.dean@c-a-b.org.uk

Alternatively go to
www.c-a-b.org.uk/about-cab/why-join
where an application form can also be downloaded.

Design & Layour Copyright © Profinder Media Ltd 2022

BSI Assurance UK
0345 086 9001
www.bsigroup.com
Element
01902 722122
www.element.com
UL International (UK)
01952 586580
www.ul.com

Systems Design & Supply
Alutech Commercial UK
0121 824 4788
www.old.alutech-group.com/en
Architectural & Metal Systems
+353 21 4705100
www.ams.ie
Comar Architectural
Aluminium Systems
020 8685 9685
www.comar-alu.co.uk
Decalu Solutions
01249 816969
www.deceuninck.com
Epwin Window Systems
01952 290910
www.stellaraluminium.co.uk
Exlabesa
01302 762500
www.exlabesa.co.uk
HUECK UK
01905 677480
www.hueck.com
Hydro Building Systems UK
01684 853500
www.hydroextrusions.com
iKON Aluminium Systems
0121 789 9936
www.ikonaluminium.com
Jack Aluminium Systems
024 7646 7449
www.jackaluminium.co.uk
Kawneer UK
01928 502500
www.kawneer.com
Kestrel Aluminium Systems
0121 333 3575
www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk

VINCITechnology Centre UK
01525 859050
www.technology-centre.co.uk
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PURPLEXED
ABOUT YOUR
MARKETING?
In a world where marketing and customer behaviour is constantly
changing, you could be forgiven for being in a state of confusion
when it comes to your own marketing.

As a fully integrated marketing agency, Purplex is powered to
alleviate this stress and help ambitious companies like yours build
their reputation, business, and future.

With more than 35 years industry experience our specialist teams
build campaigns that cut-through the noise and create integrated,
consistent, and clear messages across all platforms to build brand
awareness and drive your business to greater heights.

HQ: 200 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

T: 020 3137 9319
E: grow@purplexmarketing.com |W:www.purplexmarketing.com

SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS IN:

MARKETING
CONSULTANCY

PR & MEDIA
RELATIONS

VIDEO PRODUCTION
& EDITING

BRANDING &
CREATIVE

WEB & E-COMMERCE
DESIGN

SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING

SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMISATION

PAY-PER
CLICK

IF YOU’RE PURPLEXED ABOUT YOUR MARKETING, SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS

mailto:grow@purplexmarketing.com
http://www.purplexmarketing.com


DEEP BOTTOMRAIL
OPTION AVAILABLE

NOUNSIGHTLY
TRICKLE VENTS

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional flush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…

Heritage Officer, Cotswold Council

MORTISE & TENON LOOKS | CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS | MATCHING FLUSH DOOR

CALL US ON
01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
SAMPLES

TIMBERLOOK
FLUSH SASH

HERITAGE WINDOW
sales@timberlook.com

01253 888222 07817 816663
For more information, contactPHILMYERS

/

TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system fromAffordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon-looking
fabrication for both the sash and outer frame - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that typically identify uPVC windows.

Featuring a night latch as standard and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and concealed
trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

OURNEW 28-PAGE BROCHURE
WILL DO ALL THE SELLING FOR YOU!

HAND-CRAFTED FOR CHARACTER AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, BUT WITH A MINIMAL
ANDUNDERSTATEDAPPEARANCE THAT IS JUST AS IDEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY PROPERTIES

TIMBERLOOK IS AMODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS

PAS24 CERTIFIED | SPECIFY TO DOCUMENT Q | ON-SITE GLAZING | 70MM FRAME

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

really easy.
Quoting Timberlook
just got

You can now quote our Timberlook
PVCu casements in real-time with this
exclusive experience. See your new
Timberlook windows in your own
property thanks to Tommy Trinder

We are excited to announce our
partnership with Tommy Trinder

For more information, contact the
Timberlook Sales Team - details below

mailto:sales@timberlook.com



